The LXI Reservekorps was activated and organized with officers of the 141 Reserve-Division and enlisted men from Wehrkreis I in Königsberg on September 14, 1942. It was transferred on September 22, 1942, to Vilna for training and antipartisan warfare in southern Lithuania and White Russia. The Corps consisted of the 141 Reserve-Division which was assigned security duty along the railroad lines in White Russia with headquarters at Minsk and the 151 Reserve-Division which was assigned security duty along the railroad lines in the Baltic States with headquarters at Vilna. The Corps was continuously engaged in training of replacements and antipartisan warfare from September 1942 until February 1944 when it was transferred to Mlawa and inactivated on February 21, 1944.

Item

Ia, Tätigkeitsberichte. Monthly activity reports concerning the initial organization of the LXI Res.K., transfer to Vilna for training, antipartisan warfare in southern Lithuania and White Russia, transfer of the 141 Res.Div. to Minsk, and employment in the security of railroad lines from Brest to Borisov and in the Minsk area under the code name "Brunhilde-Ost." The Corps was subordinate to Wehrkreis I and OKH and was under the command of Gen.Lt. Edgar Theisen.

Ic, Na.Fü., Qü., IVa-c, IIa/b, Tätigkeitsberichte als Anlagen z. TB Ia. Monthly activity reports of the Intelligence, Signal Staff, Supply, Administrative, Medical, Veterinary, and Personnel Officers. Also, maps, overlays, charts, and tables showing the location, order of battle, and organizational breakdown of the Corps; routine orders and training schedules; an order relating to the transfer of part of the Ersatzheer (Replacement Army) to the Ostland, and list of officers' duty assignments.

Ia, Tätigkeitsberichte. Monthly activity reports concerning the reorganization and transfer of units within the Corps area, training of replacements, and employment of reserve divisions to combat partisans along railroad lines in Lithuania, Latvia, and White Russia.

Ia, Anlagen z. TB mit Tätigkeitsberichte d. Abt. Na.Fü., Ia/Stogas., Ic, Qü., IVa-c, IIa/b. Activity reports of the Signal Staff, Chemical Warfare, Intelligence, Supply, Administrative, Medical, Veterinary, and Personnel Officers. Also, order of battle charts and training schedules of replacements.

Ia, Tätigkeitsberichte. Monthly activity reports concerning operations, training, assignment of personnel, casualties, supply services, antipartisan warfare,
and transfer to the Mlawa training area on Feb 12, 1944, and inactivation of the Corps on Feb 21.

Oct 1, 1943 -
Feb 21, 1944  42714/1  1528  527

Also, monthly training schedules, order of battle charts, and a report concerning the transfer of the Corps to Mlawa.

Oct 1, 1943 -
Feb 21, 1944  42714/2  1528  579